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An explorative study on the sufficiency of the Irish road regulations
for powered mobility users

Executive Summary

The aims of this study were to explore the sufficiency of the current Irish road
regulations for powered mobility users when compared to those of UK, Sweden,
South Australia, New Zealand and Canada, and gather user perspectives of
powered mobility users of clients within the Dublin North Central area of the HSE
and IWA (Irish Wheelchair Association) service users.

This study used mixed methodology to gather user preferences and opinions from
participants from the community and IWA service users and liaised with
government transport officials of 5 other countries to compare their published
road regulations for PM users with those of Ireland.

The study results confirm and validate the hypothesis that the current Irish
regulations for powered mobility users are highly deficient when compared to
some other countries and that clear regulations are urgently required and
submitted 10 key initial recommendations to the Department of Transport in
March 2013. Recommendations were made to introduce legislation in specific
areas of classification, status of user, driving location, registration/ licensing/
insurance requirements, speed limits, legal implications for rash/ negligent driving
and for the new legislation/ road regulations to be made available to the public as
soon as possible.

Recommendation has also been made to the RSA Statistics department to
immediately commence collection of separate collision data involving powered
mobility vehicles in Ireland for future policy development in this field.

KEYWORDS:
Powered wheelchair/ scooter, motorized wheelchair/ scooter, electric wheelchair/
scooter, invalid carriages, powered mobility, mobility scooters.

1 INTRODUCTION

A powered mobility vehicle is a battery powered, three or four-wheeled vehicle
primarily used by individuals who have difficulty walking. The term ‘powered
mobility’ vehicle when used in this study refers to both scooter-type devices
steered by handlebars and powered wheelchairs operated by a joystick, and for
purpose of simplification would from hereon be referred to as ‘PM’. For purpose of
this study a “slower class” PM is defined as a scooter or a powered wheelchair with
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a top speed of less than 7km/hr and a “faster class” PM as those with top speed
over 7km/hr (University of the Fraser Valley, 2008).

1.1 The Problem
Every user of a powered wheelchair or scooter in a public area needs to have clear
guidelines for use available to them to ensure their safety and that of the public. In
Ireland, an apparent lack of such guidelines was identified as an area of concern by
the researcher. Currently these users within Ireland are driving in a ‘grey area’
using their own discretion. This could easily result in incidents/ crisis should the
user or pedestrians suffer injury due to collisions, or the PM user themselves are
sued/ accused of dangerous driving by a member of public. Phone and e-mail
communications with RSA, Ireland (Road Safety Authority) and the Irish
Wheelchair Association (IWA) from November 2011 onwards highlighted the lack
of published regulations at present, and sparked this practice-based research
project extending from November 2011 till January 2013.

1.2 Estimate of PM users in Ireland
At present there seems to be no official data on the exact number of PM users in
Ireland. Considering data available from 2001 (National Disability Authority,
2005), wheelchair users aged above 16 years and living in private households was
estimated to be approximately 16,000 to 26,000. Applying a formula from a UK
study that 10% of wheelchair users could be estimated as PM users (University of
the Fraser Valley, 2008), this could be interpreted very roughly as minimum of
1600 to 2600 PM users in Ireland living in private households alone, apart from
those living in residential units and considering the fact that the elderly
population currently would be far higher than in 2001.

1.3 Aims of the Study
1. To explore the sufficiency of the current Irish road regulations for powered

mobility users when compared to those of UK, Sweden, South Australia,
New Zealand and Canada.

2. To gather user perspectives of powered mobility users of clients within the
Dublin North Central area of the HSE and service users of the IWA (Irish
Wheelchair Association).

3. To develop a set of key initial recommendations and submit to the
Department of Transport (Ireland) to advocate the establishment of a
relevant and efficient policy framework for powered mobility users within
the near future.

4. To disseminate the information gathered during the study with peers
through departmental in-service, workshop presentation and /or by
publishing as a professional journal article.
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1.4 Limitations and scope of study

Being a practice based-research (PBR) study undertaken by a community
occupational therapist involved with an active day-to-day caseload for therapy
provision within the community, time constraints and role-juggling (clinician and
researcher) naturally had an impact on the scope of the study. The study
commenced in November 2011 and concluded with submission of 10 key initial
recommendations to the Dept of Transport in January 2013.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

There is a stark absence of Irish research studies or media articles on regulations
for PM devices, while the UK government appears to have already invested an
enormous amount of research-time in chalking out a much more comprehensive
legislation for PM use in their country.

In the UK, the use of PM vehicles is governed by the Use of Invalid Carriages on
Highways Regulations 1988, and a UK Dept of Transport official reported to the
researcher, “We are considering changes to the law because an increasing number
of people are using mobility vehicles and because vehicle design and technology
has advanced since 1988.” On 1st March 2012, Norman Baker MP, Parliamentary
Under-Secretary of State for Transport (UK), gave a written Ministerial Statement
on proposals he is considering to improve their legislation from 1988. A few
proposals are:

 Maximum unladen weight of Class-2 powered wheelchairs to be increased
to 150kgs.

 Legal term ‘invalid carriage’ to be replaced with a more suitable and
contemporary term.

 Mandatory eyesight testing considered for Class-3 PM vehicles
 From 2013, the UK police will be able to record whether a vehicle has been

involved in an accident on the public highway (Inside Government, 2012).

A 2004 Stage-1 report (Department of Transport, 2004) which reviewed the
regulations for PM use in UK and abroad, made this notable comment on the Irish
regulations in this field, “…while Ireland has no specific regulations; they are
regarded as mechanically propelled vehicles under Irish Traffic legislation, and
consequent issues are, “dealt with very pragmatically”…”, There appears to be no
signs of improvement in the Irish legislation concerning PM devices over the past
decade since this revealing observation.
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2.1 Documented incidents

There have been a significant number of documented incidents involving the use
of PM in the UK media reports, indicating that the dangers of irresponsible or
negligent use of PM vehicles are not to be underestimated. Ann Mann (Road
Safety Officer) for the Herefordshire council (UK) warned, “Any vehicle, whether
it is a car, HGV, bicycle, mobility scooter or motorcycle, if not used safely and
with consideration could cause considerable damage to the user or other people.
(Herefordshire Council, 2008).

The British media have also highlighted the safety issues relating to lack of clear
regulations and incidents involving PM vehicles. An example of a news report
from 2010 states,” There have even been injuries to pedestrians. Last year two-
year-old Madison McNair was knocked down by a 70-year-old woman driving a
mobility scooter on a pedestrianised street in Doncaster. Caught in the wheels of
the machine, the toddler was dragged down the road as the driver carried on
apparently unaware of what had happened. Since mobility scooters are exempt
from the Road Traffic Act the police were powerless to act against the driver. The
death of 90-year-old Lilian Macey in September led to no action by police against
the scooter driver allegedly responsible. The level of concern is such that in
February a committee of MPs will begin an inquiry looking at safety implications.”
(BBC News, 2010).

In 2009, a 2-year old child in the UK suffered gashes to her legs, neck and face
after being run over by a pensioner on a mobility scooter in a in a pedestrianised
area in the centre of Doncaster, South Yorkshire. However, the South Yorkshire
Police said that unless the woman who injured Madison had meant to do so, they
could not take action because mobility scooters were not classed as motor vehicles
under the Road Traffic Act. The mother of the child Mrs McNair told BBC News,
"A lady police constable came and she just said that they'd had the old lady in the
back of the police car and all they could do really was give her a verbal warning
type thing because it wasn't governed by any laws, driving around on mobility
scooters. They don't have to have insurance, they don't have to do a driving test or
anything like that" (BBC News, 2009).

2.2 Data from PM insurance providers
Data reported from 2001-2003 by an insurance company in the UK which provides
cover for around 30,000 PM users, record 2,630 claims involving damage caused to,
or by the PM vehicle. The data included:

 5 (0.2%) involved a fatality.
 576 (22%) involved a third party.
 54 (2%) involved collisions resulting in injury to a third party.
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 55 (2%) involved cyclists. (Dept of Transport, 2004)

The documented incidents in the UK highlight the seriousness of the problem in
Ireland where regulations for PM users are non-existent, and need to be treated
with the due consideration it deserves. The current loophole in the Irish road
regulations could potentially widen with the number of PM users in Ireland due to
substantially increase with the continuing trends of an ageing population.

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This study involved a concurrent embedded strategy of mixed methods of research
including a primary and secondary strand.

3.1 PRIMARY METHOD (INTERNATIONAL POLICY
COMPARISON)
The primary method which guided the project was obtaining and analyzing in
detail the latest international powered mobility regulations from UK, Sweden,
South Australia, New Zealand and Canada and comparing them to current
published Irish regulations.

3.1.1 Data Collection

a) From other countries
E-mail enquiries were sent to the official Transport department websites of the 5
countries mentioned and their latest regulations were requested on 12 topics
related to powered mobility use in the public. All the countries responded
positively to the requests and provided direct answers through email or website
links to their official policies for cross-analysis by the researcher.

b) Review of Irish legislation
Online searches using all the keywords were carried out on the official Road
Safety Authority website and published official documents related to Irish road
regulations, namely the Rules of the Road 2012 and Road Traffic Act 2010.

In the Rules of the Road 2012 document (Road Safety Authority, 2012) the
references made were on “invalid carriages” or “motorized wheelchairs”, and only
the following quotes were found in relation to use of powered mobility in Ireland.
Page 213- Provided definition of Invalid carriages as “Vehicles specially designed
or constructed for people with disabilities.”
Page 119- Referred to “invalid carriages” as one of the vehicles not allowed to
enter a motorway.
Page 159- Referred to mandatory cycle track and use of this track is “only for
bicycles and motorised wheelchairs, so no other drivers may use it or park in it.”
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Page 160- Referred to rules on cycle tracks for other road users and stated “No
vehicle (other than a motorised wheelchair) may cross into or over a mandatory
cycle track unless the driver is entering or leaving a place or a side road.”
No other regulations or guidance for use of powered mobility were identified on
this document.

In the Road Traffic Act 2010 (Irish Statute Book, 2012) document searches were
made on the complete wordings of the Act with all the related keywords and it
failed to yield any results.

The RSA when contacted by the researcher responded in December 2011 with
their position on the use of powered mobility in Ireland, which is currently
unpublished and does not appear to be available to the public in any public
documents. The current unpublished RSA position states:

“Powered vehicles such as a golf buggy, a quad bike, a ride-on lawn mower etc, etc
are designed and intended for off-road private use only. These are mechanically
propelled vehicles and if used on a public road (public road includes footpath) are
subject to all of the regulatory controls that apply to other vehicles. These vehicles
would have to be registered, taxed, be subject to vehicle lighting requirements and
subject to vehicle construction, equipment and use regulations as regards brakes
etc. The driver of the vehicle would have to hold a driving licence and be insured
to drive that vehicle. Essentially these vehicles would be subject to all of the road
traffic law provisions that apply to mechanically propelled vehicles generally.

An exception is made in the case of powered wheelchairs that are used by persons
who have a mobility disability. Powered wheelchairs (including mobility scooters)
are regarded for all intents and purposes as having pedestrian status and as being
'the legs' of the wheelchair user and are not regarded as an optional mode of
vehicle transport that requires driver licence, registration, motor tax, etc. No
distinction is made between self-propelled wheelchairs and powered
wheelchairs. Powered wheelchairs can be used on footpaths (it is a penalty point
offence for any other mechanically propelled vehicle to drive along a footpath),
can enter pedestrianised streets and cycle tracks, can enter buildings etc in the
same manner as pedestrians. Wheelchair or mobility scooter users are in special
circumstances as regards essential personal mobility needs arising from a disability
and, as already stated, the wheelchair is therefore regarded as an extension of the
person rather than as a mode of transport vehicle.

No prohibitions on access apply to non-motorway public roads to the users of
powered wheelchairs or mobility scooters, similar to those applying to walkers,
joggers, cyclists, persons riding horses or droving animals etc, however under
Section 97 of the Roads Act of 1992, it is the duty of care of a person using a public
road to take reasonable care of his/her own safety and for that of any other person
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using the public road. Specifically road users must take all reasonable measures to
avoid injury to themselves other to any other person using the public road or
damage to property owned or used by them or any other person using the public
road.

Therefore wheelchair users (again this includes those using powered wheelchairs
or mobility scooters) should face oncoming traffic in the same manner as if there
were being pushed by an adult, they should also use a footpath or hard shoulder
where possible at all times and cross the road at pedestrian crossings, traffic lights
or at a location that gives them the best view of any approaching traffic.

Hi Visibility vests or other forms to improve conspicuity, should also be worn at
all times by the user or person pushing a wheelchair etc.

Individual Local Authorities should also be contacted with regards to the erection
of Warnings Signs alerting other road users that wheelchairs/mobility scooters
may be in use in a particular area.”

The researcher also enquired to the RSA whether the Gardai (Irish police) would
be limited in their action except to provide a verbal warning in case of an accident
or collision caused by reckless or incompetent driving of a powered mobility
device, in the absence of current regulations. The RSA responded that such a
person could possibly be found guilty of an offence under Section 67 of the Roads
Act of 1993 which states:

67.—Road user’s duty of care

(1) It shall be the duty of a person using a public road to take reasonable care for
his own safety and for that of any other person using the public road.

(2) It shall be the duty of a person using a public road to take all reasonable
measures to avoid—

(a) injury to himself or to any other person using the public road,

(b) damage to property owned or used by him or by any other person using
the public road.

The RSA also informed that the penalties for rash/ negligent driving of a powered
mobility device are outlined in Section 81 of the Roads Act of 1993 as amended by
the Schedule of the Roads Act of 2007. A person found guilty of an offence under
Section 67 of the Roads Act of 1993 is liable on summary conviction to a fine not
exceeding €5,000, i.e. the fine imposed is at the judge’s discretion but cannot
exceed €5000. However, if a prosecution is taken against an individual for using a

http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/1993/en/act/pub/0014/sec0067.html
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/1993/en/act/pub/0014/sec0081.html
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/2007/en/act/pub/0034/sched.html
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mechanically propelled vehicle in a public place carelessly, i.e. careless driving,
the offence attracts a mandatory court appearance, with 5 penalty points and a fine
of up to €1,500 and/or a possible term of imprisonment on conviction. The above
information from RSA is however not available in any published document and
thus not known to the PM users in Ireland.

Analysis of the collision statistics 2010 (Road Safety Authority, 2010) failed to find
any official record of previous accidents involving powered mobility devices in
Ireland. Enquiries were sent to the RSA statistician in May 2012 and the RSA
responded, “The Collision database contains information on mechanically
propelled two-wheeled machine which includes mopeds and motor scooters.
There is no distinction between wheelchairs/scooters for the disabled and
motorcycles in our database.”

3.1.2 Data analysis

The raw data obtained from the RSA (Ireland) and the 5 other countries was
analyzed and divided into categories as appropriate. Separate comparison tables
were then compiled under the various categories relating to use of powered
mobility devices (Tables 1.1-1.13) to give a stark indication of how far Irish road
regulations fall short of current international policies in this field.
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3.1.3 FINDINGS AND COMMENTARY ON INTERNATIONAL
COMPARISON OF PUBLISHED REGULATIONS
[Disclaimer: Though every effort has been made to provide an accurate description
of published regulations present in the following countries, the researcher cannot
guarantee absence of any errors in the following compilation. The reader is
therefore advised to refer to the following only as a broad indicator of the
differences between international regulations on PM use, and the researcher or
the HSE will not be liable for any damages, claims or loss resulted from quoting
any information from this study.]

Table 1.1: Official Terminology
ROI UK Canada New Zealand South Australia Sweden

Invalid
carriages or
motorized
wheelchairs
(in Rules of
the Road)

Invalid
Carriages,
Powered
wheelchair,
powered
mobility
scooters and
Mobility
Devices.

Mobility scooters,
Powered
wheelchair,
MPMD
(motorized
personal mobility
device
included
motorized
wheelchairs,
Segways, T3
Motion
and mobility
scooters.), Motor-
assisted cycles in
British Columbia.

Wheeled
Mobility
Devices

Motorized wheelchair,
Mobility scooters also
known as Gophers

(Note: In Australia
there are 7 states and
territories, each with
their own transport
agency authority who
enforce the rules and
laws surrounding these
type of vehicles.)

Electric driven
wheelchairs and
scooters

Commentary:
While there are various terminologies in use around the world, it would be
important for Ireland to have an officially recognized term for PM devices.

Table 1.2: Definition for PM
ROI UK Canada New Zealand South Australia Sweden
None C Class 1 - manual

wheelchairs, i.e. self-
propelled or attendant-
propelled, not
electrically powered;

Class 2 - powered
wheelchairs and
mobility scooters,
intended for footpath
or pavement use only
with a maximum speed

None Mobility Device:
(a) a vehicle
that—
1)is designed and
constructed (not
merely adapted)
for use by persons
who require
mobility assistance
due to a physical
or neurological
impairment; and

(Australian Road Rules)
Scooter:
A device that:
a) has 2 or more wheels and a
footboard supported by wheels; and
b)is steered by handlebars; and
c) is designed to be used by a single
person; and
d) is propelled by any 1 or more of
the following:
i)gravity;
ii)the user pushing one foot against

To fulfill the
requirements a
wheelchair driven
by electricity may
just be constructed
for one person,
and have a
constructed
maximum speed of
20 km/h.
No passenger
allowed.
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limit of 4 mph;

Class 3 - powered
wheelchairs and
mobility scooters, for
use on the road, with a
maximum speed limit
of 8 mph but with the
facility to travel at 4
mph on a footpath or
pavement.

(The Use of Invalid
Carriages on Highways
Regulations 1988)

2)is powered
solely by a motor
that has a
maximum power
output not
exceeding 1 500
W; or
c) a vehicle that
the NZ Transport
Agency has
declared under
section 168A(1) of
the Land
Transport Act
1998 to be a
mobility device.

the ground;
iii)an electric motor or motors; and
e)if it is fitted with an electric
motor or motors, complied with the
following requirements:
i) it’s maker certifies the
ungoverned power output of the
motor, or each motor:
ii)the maximum power output of
the motor, or the combined max
power output of the motors is not
more than 200 watts;
iii) When propelled only by the
motor or motors, the scooter is not
capable of going faster than 10 km/
hour on level ground.

Motorized Scooter:
Means a scooter that is propelled by
1 or more electric motors and
complies with the requirements of
the definition of a scooter.

Commentary:
New Zealand and South Australia (South Australian Government, 2012) currently
appear to possess more clarity and detail compared to the other countries
mentioned.

Table 1.3: Classification system
ROI UK Canada New Zealand South Australia Sweden

None
specified

Class 1 (invalid
carriages) - manual
wheelchairs,
Class -2 and 3 for
powered mobility

None at
present

None at present As pedestrian:
if the maximum speed on
level ground does not
exceed 10 km/h.

Classed under Bicycles.

Commentary: The UK system of classification of PM vehicles (from 1988) appears
to be the most efficient.

Table 1.4: Speed limits
ROI UK Canada New Zealand South Australia Sweden

None
specified

Class -2
Speed
limit of
6.4 km/hr
Class- 3
Speed

Provinces and territories
regulate vehicle
licensing and have the
authority to establish
requirements for
vehicles under their

Must not
operate the
device at a speed
that constitutes
a hazard to
other footpath

Top speed is less
than 10km/hr
classified as
pedestrian.
If top speed is over
10 km/hr classified

Maximum constructed
speed 20 km/hr
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limit of
12.8
km/hr

respective highway
traffic Acts. In Quebec,
need for a limited speed
of 10 km/h and safety
features when using
public roads.

users. as a vehicle.

Commentary:
UK’s speed limit regulations seem to provide greater clarity at present.

Table 1.5: Driving location
ROI UK Canada New Zealand South Australia Sweden

None Class -2
(Powered)
primarily for
use on
pavements
Class- 3
Use on
pavement and
road

Similar to bicycles,
scooters can
legally operate on
the roads of many
provinces
in Canada (e.g.
British Columbia
and Quebec).
Quebec’s National
Assembly
prohibited all
motorized scooters
from using public
thoroughfares in
2001.

-Must not drive on
any portion of the
roadway if it is
practicable to drive
on a footpath.
- If using the
roadway must
remain as near as
practicable to the
edge of the roadway.
- On footpath
a) Must operate the
device in a careful
and considerate
manner; and
b) Must not operate
the device at a speed
that constitutes a
hazard to other
footpath users.

-Use the footpath or
nature strip where
one is available.
- Keeping to the far
left or far right of a
road where no
footpath or nature
strip is provided or is
not practicable for
use.
-Not allowed to use
bike lanes.
- Need to use Bicycle
flag if driven on
road.

Streets and roads up to
20 km/h, when driving
on sidewalks maximum
speed is 6 km/h.
Wheelchairs can be used
where bicycle traffic is
permitted.

Commentary: Every other country listed in the study apart from Ireland appeared
to have generally comprehensive policy on driving locations, with the UK possibly
more efficient by linking the class of PM with permitted driving locations.

Table 1.6: Minimum age for use
ROI UK Canada New Zealand South Australia Sweden

None
specified

Class 3 –
Minimum 14
years old

None
specified

Not specified Not specified No restrictions in age.

Commentary: Only the UK has introduced a minimum age criteria for the faster
class-3 PM vehicles among the selected group of countries.
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Table 1.7: Registration requirement
ROI UK Canada New Zealand South Australia Sweden

None
specified

You must register
a class 3 vehicle
with the Driver
and Vehicle
Licensing Agency
(DVLA) and
display ‘nil duty’
tax disc.

Not a
requirement
at present

Registration
required for
vehicles with
top speed over
10 km/hr only.

Required only if
motorized wheelchair
has an unladen mass
over 250kg.

No registration is
needed.

Commentary: The UK, New Zealand and South Australia appear to prefer
registration for the faster class PM vehicles alone, depending on unladen mass or
top speed of the vehicle.

Table 1.8: Insurance requirement
ROI UK Canada New

Zealand
South Australia Sweden

None Not
mandatory,
but
recommended

Not a
requirement
at present

None Required only if motorized wheelchair has an
unladen mass over 250kg.
Motor
Accident Commission (MCA)
provides users of motorised
wheelchairs with third party
bodily injury insurance cover
at no cost. No application is
required.
However, the insurance only
covers your legal liability
for injury to other people
as a result of an accident
involving your motorised
wheelchair.

‘Bicycles’ do not
need any traffic
insurance in
Sweden

Commentary: Only required in South Australia and recommended in the UK.
Sweden seemed to have a very unique opinion on this issue by referring to the PM
vehicles as under the category of “bicycles”, removing any requirement for
insurance cover.

Table 1.9: License/ Tax requirement
ROI UK Canada New Zealand South Australia Sweden

None
specified

Be licensed in
the 'disabled'
taxation class
and display a nil
duty tax disc.

Not a
requirement
at present

Not a
requirement at
present

License required only if
motorized wheelchair
has an unladen mass over
250kg.

None

Commentary: Only required in the UK and South Australia, the other countries
appeared not be place emphasis on this as a requirement.
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Table 1.10: Doctor’s certificate requirement prior to use
ROI UK Canada New Zealand South Australia Sweden

Not specified
in legislation,
but in practice
can be
required if
provided
through the
public health
system (HSE)
by the
Occupational
therapist.

There is no requirement
to get a doctors
certificate. The only
requirement to use a
mobility vehicle is that a
person must be suffering
“from some physical
defect or physical
disability.

Not
required.

It is recommended
that a GP agrees
with the purchase
and use of a mobility
scooter.

Recommended to
check with a ‘health
practitioner’ on
suitability to drive,
not mandatory.

Not required

Commentary: While many countries provide recommendations for the GPs to be
involved in the decision to use a PM, none of the above countries have made it a
legal requirement. South Australia’s policy of involving a “healthcare professional”
rather than limiting it to the G.P role would be appropriate, provided the
healthcare professional is qualified and skilled in assessing an individual’s mobility
and functional abilities.

Table 1.11: Legal implications specified for careless/ reckless use
ROI UK Canada New Zealand South Australia Sweden

None
specified

Not
specified.

Not
specified.

Operating a wheeled
mobility device
carelessly,
inconsiderately or at
a hazardous speed
can result in a fine of
up to $100.

If you cause a crash
where someone is
injured or killed,
and you fail to stop,
you could be
convicted of careless
or inconsiderate use
of a vehicle, and face
a fine of up to
$4,500, or up to
three months
imprisonment.

The consequences for failing to notify the
Department for Transport, Energy and
Infrastructure of a reportable medical
condition and continuing to drive are
severe.
If involved in a crash: you may be charged
with related driving offences and with
failing to notify the Department for
Transport, Energy and Infrastructure of a
reportable medical condition you may be
sued for any damages to people or
property caused by the driver in that
crash your private car insurance coverage
may be affected.

Also, health professionals are legally
required to notify the Department for
Transport, Energy and Infrastructure as
soon as they consider that you suffer from
a physical or mental illness, disability or
deficiency, or take medication that would
be likely to endanger the public if you
drive a motor vehicle.
The health professional does not need
your permission as this notification is
compulsory by law.

“Careless use
of a
wheelchair
can result in
fines”
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Commentary: New Zealand and South Australia have taken a strong position by
clearly publishing the legal implications for careless/reckless use of PM devices
which highlights the seriousness with which they perceive this issue.

A British Dept of Transport official informed the researcher that the UK police do
have powers under an old piece of Victorian legislation - section 35 of the
Offences against the Persons Act 1861 (“Drivers of carriages injuring Persons by
furious Driving”), which may be used to deal with those who use mobility vehicles
recklessly or dangerously; but this is rarely used.

Table 1.12: User education and training offered
ROI UK Canada New Zealand South Australia Sweden

Training not
mandatory
and not a legal
requirement
at present.

Training not
mandatory
and not a legal
requirement
at present.

Training not
mandatory and
not a legal
requirement at
present.

Training not
mandatory and
not a legal
requirement at
present.

Training not
mandatory and not a
legal requirement at
present.

“No extra education or
training is needed to
use a wheelchair”

Commentary: It appears that though some form of user training might be present
in some countries like the UK, they are neither mandatory nor a requirement at
present legally.

Table 1.13: Assessment of suitability for use of PM within public
health system

ROI UK Canada New Zealand South
Australia

Sweden

Not specified,
but usually by
Occupational
Therapists if it
is provided
through the
HSE (Health
Service
Executive).

Not
specified

When purchasing a scooter
from a dealer under a
funded health program, an
OT assessment is required
to determine the user’s
capability to operate a
scooter. This
assessment is waived if the
scooter is purchased
privately or through a
secondary
market.

Not specified in
the Official New
Zealand Road
Code.

Advised to
check with a
health
practitioner
about the
suitability to
use a mobility
scooter.

Not specified.

A government
controlled authority
called
“Försäkringskassan ”
is available for the
disabled to apply for
economic help to buy a
suitable powered
wheelchair.

Commentary: Suitability assessment for a PM has not been designated to any
professional role by any of the countries involved within this study yet.
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3.2 SECONDARY METHOD (USER-PERSPECTIVES SURVEY)

The aim of this component of the research was to gather user-perspectives of
powered mobility users of clients within the Dublin North Central area of the HSE
and service users of the IWA (Irish Wheelchair Association) on topics relating to
use of powered wheelchairs/ scooters in Ireland.

3.2.1 Ethics approval
Ethics approval was applied for and approval received on 29th June 2012 for this
component of the research process from HSE-Dublin North Central. A letter of
intention was sent in May 2012 to IWA (Irish Wheelchair Association) and
permission sought to survey their service- users and for use of IWA premises for
some of the interviews. Written permission was granted by IWA on 17th May 2012.

3.2.2 Participants and recruitment
Clients who have been previously been assessed and provided with a mobility
scooter or powered wheelchair (for a period exceeding 1 year) by the HSE
Occupational therapy department (HSE- Dublin North Central), and those who
attend or utilize the services of the Irish Wheelchair Association (IWA), Dublin-3
were selected by convenience sampling by the researcher and the Occupational
therapist in IWA, and informed about the purpose of the study and asked if they
would be interested to participate. Those interested were provided with the
‘Information leaflet’ (Appendix B) on the study and the ‘Consent Form’ (Appendix
C) to participate in the study. A time period of 1 week was offered for any
interested participant who requested time for consideration.

The exclusion criterion was:
- Those who were manual wheelchair users (As this study focused only on
regulations for PM users).
- Under the age of 18.
- PM users who were not service users of Community OT dept, HSE-Dublin North
Central or the IWA (Irish Wheelchair Association).

Participant profiles

Table 2.1: Age groups:
50-65 years 3
66-74 years 3
75 + years 4

Table 2.3: Gender
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Male 4
Female 6

Table 2.2: Period of powered mobility use
1-4 years use 3
5-10 years use 5
10-20 years use 1
Over 40 years 1

3.2.3 Data collection
If a participant was satisfied with the information provided in the ‘Information
Leaflet’ and expressed their wish to participate in the survey, the ‘Powered
Mobility User-perspective questionnaire’ (Appendix A) was completed onsite in
IWA premises or in the participant’s residence with direct face-to-face interviews,
taking approximately 10-15 minutes each. The self-formatted mixed method
questionnaire (Appendix A) included 20 questions with statements relating to
regulations for PM use and offered the participants the option to select their
preference from a Likhert scale of ‘Agree’, ‘Somewhat agree’, ‘Unsure’, ‘Do not
agree’ and an option to add any comments. The interviews were conducted solely
by the researcher to limit interviewer bias or variations in interviewing methods.
The data obtained were pseudonymised and coded with only the initials of the
client and date of birth recorded on the questionnaire. Only the consent form
recorded their name for the sole purpose of enabling a client to withdraw from the
study on their request.

A total of 10 participants were interviewed, 5 PM users from the HSE-DNC
community catchment area (interviews conducted in client’s residences) and 5
service users of the IWA (interviews conducted on IWA premises) in the period
between July 2012 and August 2012.

3.2.4 Data Analysis

All data collected through the questionnaire were analyzed, and confidentiality of
the information gathered was maintained by storing in a secure cabinet, in
accordance with Irish data protection procedures. Following data-analysis, the
percentile results were presented in a table format (Table 2.4) and key findings of
the survey was compiled according to majority preferences.
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3.2.5 RESULTS OF USER-PERSPECTIVES SURVEY

Table 2.4: User-perspective survey
Statements Agree Some

-what
agree

Unsure Do not
agree

1 You are reasonably aware of the current
Irish road regulations for use of
powered wheelchair/ scooters.

50% 20% 30%

2 Considering normal walking speed is 4-
5kph, even powered
wheelchairs/scooters which can drive at
much higher speeds should be allowed
to drive on the footpath along with
pedestrians.

40% 20% 40%

3 All powered wheelchair and scooter
users, irrespective of their speed limit,
should be classified as a ‘pedestrian’
under road regulations.

70% 10% 20%

4 There needs to be a classification system
to identify ‘slower’ and ‘faster class’
powered wheelchairs/scooters.

70% 20% 10%

5 You have had an experience where you
have been stopped by Garda enquiring
whether you have license or
registration to drive a powered
wheelchair or scooter

30% 70%

6 Powered wheelchairs and scooters
which are ‘faster class’ should be only
allowed to use the bicycle path/ road.

60% 20% 20%

7 There needs to be a speed limit for use
of powered wheelchairs/ scooters on the
footpaths.

80% 20%

8 There should be no legal consequences
laid in legislation for negligent/ rash
drivers of powered
wheelchairs/scooters.

10% 20% 70%

9 ‘Slower class’ powered wheelchairs and
scooters should primarily be used only
on footpaths.

90% 10%

Statements Agree Some Unsure Do not
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-what
agree

agree

10 ‘Faster class’ powered wheelchairs and
scooters should be allowed to be used
primarily on the bicycle path/ road.

60% 20% 10% 10%

11
A powered wheelchair/ scooter should
only be used by a person certified by a
doctor that they have severe mobility
impairment and need to use the device
for assisted travel.

100%

12
Registration with the local authority
should be a requirement for ‘faster class’
powered wheelchairs and scooters.

70% 10% 20%

13 A license to drive a ‘faster class’
powered wheelchair or scooter should
be necessary.

40% 10% 10% 40%

14 Insurance to drive a ‘faster class’
powered wheelchair or scooter should
be necessary.

80% 10% 10%

15 The current road regulations should be
left unchanged even though they do not
provide any guidelines for use of
powered wheelchairs or scooters.

30% 70%

16 You have had outdoor incidents/
accidents (resulting in collision or
injury) while driving your powered
wheelchair/ scooter.

20% 80%

17 You have friends/ heard about
incidents/ accidents (resulting in
collision or injury) involving use of a
powered wheelchair/ scooter.

30% 70%

18 A clear and detailed amendment to the
current road regulations to include
guidelines for use of powered
wheelchairs/ scooters will protect the
rights of both the user and the public.

80% 20%

19 A clear and detailed amendment to the
current road regulations to include
guidelines for use of powered
wheelchairs/ scooters is required.

50% 50%

Statements Agree Some Unsure Do not
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-what
agree

agree

20 A clear and detailed amendment to the
current road regulations to include
guidelines for use of powered
wheelchairs/ scooters will provide the
Garda with clarity on how to respond to
incidents/ accidents involving such
vehicles.

70% 30%

3.2.6 KEY FINDINGS FROM USER-PERSPECTIVES SURVEY

The majority user preferences (PM users who ‘agreed’ or ‘somewhat agreed’ to
presented statements) were compiled and the summary of findings was:

 80% preferred to be classed as a ‘Pedestrian’.
 90% would prefer the introduction of a classification system to identify

‘slower class’ and ‘faster class’ PM devices.
 80% prefer a ‘Faster class’ PM device to primarily use the bicycle path/

road.
 100% wanted the introduction of a speed limit for use of PM on

footpaths.
 70% felt that legal consequences are required for negligent/ rash drivers

of PM devices.
 100% were of the opinion that a doctor’s certificate must be mandatory

to use a PM device.
 80% and 90% respectively felt that registration and insurance need to

be mandatory for ‘faster class’ PM devices.
 100% felt that guidelines for use of PM devices in
Ireland:
- is required
- will protect the rights of both the user and the public
- would give Garda clarity on how to respond to incidents/ accidents
 20% had accidents while driving their own PM devices.
 30% have heard/ had friends who have had accidents with their PM

devices.
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4 CONCLUSION AND 10 KEY INITIAL RECOMMENDATIONS

The results of the international regulation comparison exercise and user-
perspective survey validate and reiterate the fact that the current road regulations
for powered mobility (powered wheelchairs and scooters) users in Ireland are
nearly non-existent, highly deficient, and require urgent attention and
prioritization for policy development by the Department of Transport.

10 Key initial recommendations were submitted to the Department of Transport,
Ireland, in January 2013:

1. Official Terminology: To draft official definition and official term for
powered wheelchairs and mobility scooters in Ireland.

2. Legal Status of PM user: To clarify status of PM user (e.g. Pedestrian?
Bicycle? Vehicle?)

3. Speed limits and Legal implications careless/ dangerous use: To introduce
speed limits on footpaths and on roads for PM, and to clearly specify legal
implications for careless/ dangerous use of a PM device.

4. Classification: To provide a classification system for various available
models of PM.

5. Permitted driving location: To specify legally permitted driving locations
for PM.

6. Registration, Licence and Insurance: To specify legal requirement/ non-
requirement for registration, licence and insurance for use of PM in a
public area.

7. ‘Need for Powered Mobility’ Certificate: To explore the possibility of a
legal requirement of a designated healthcare-professional’s certificate to
validate whether a user needs to use a PM device for mobility purpose. This
measure would intend to control the excessive/ unnecessary use of PM by
individuals who are medically and functionally fit to walk unaided or with
a walking aid, and could potentially limit obesity or other related
secondary conditions resulting from decreased walking. The researcher
suggests that Registered Occupational therapists (O.T), Chartered
Physiotherapists (P.T) and General Practitioners (G.P) could be 3 possible
designated professions authorised to issue such certificates of need.
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8 Regional UTC (User-Training Courses): To offer PM User-training courses
for the public. The researcher suggests that 3 separate courses per year per
region in Ireland conducted by the Department of Transport would be
immensely productive in improving awareness of any new legislation for
PM use and to improve safe driving skills with a PM vehicle.

9 Powered Mobility Collision Data: It is crucial for future policy
developments in this area that the RSA Statistics Department immediately
starts collecting separate Collision data on accidents/ fatalities involving
powered mobility vehicles in Ireland.

10 Research, Policy Development and Publication: Further research would be
required to be sanctioned/ undertaken by the Department of Transport on
broader scale prior to developing robust national regulations for PM use.
Any new legislation / road regulations developed need to be published and
available to the public as soon as possible, to upgrade Irish road regulations
for PM use according to international best practice standards.
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APPENDIX - A

POWERED MOBILITY USER-PERSPECTIVE QUESTIONNAIRE

USER CODE: __________
User date of birth: _________________
Gender: Male______ Female______
Age Range: 18-24 ___ 25-34____ 35- 49___ 50-65___ 66-74___ 75+___

How many years have you been using a powered wheelchair/ scooter? _________
Statements Agree Some

-what
agree

Unsure Do
not

agree

Comment

1 You are reasonably aware of the
current Irish road regulations for
use of powered wheelchair/
scooters.

2 Considering normal walking
speed is 4-5kph, even powered
wheelchairs/scooters which can
drive at much higher speeds
should be allowed to drive on the
footpath along with pedestrians.

3 All powered wheelchair and
scooter users, irrespective of their
speed limit, should be classified
as a ‘pedestrian’ under road
regulations.

4 There needs to be a classification
system to identify ‘slower’ and
‘faster class’ powered
wheelchairs/scooters.

5 You have had an experience
where you have been stopped by
Garda enquiring whether you
have license or registration to
drive a powered wheelchair or
scooter.
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Statements Agree Some
what
agree

Unsure Do
not
agree

Comment

6 Powered wheelchairs and
scooters which are ‘faster class’
should be only allowed to use the
bicycle path/ road.

7 There needs to be a speed limit
for use of powered wheelchairs/
scooters on the footpaths.

8 There should be no legal
consequences laid in legislation
for negligent/ rash drivers of
powered wheelchairs/scooters.

9 ‘Slower class’ powered
wheelchairs and scooters should
primarily be used only on
footpaths.

10 ‘Faster class’ powered
wheelchairs and scooters should
be allowed to be used primarily
on the bicycle path/ road.

11 A powered wheelchair/ scooter
should only be used by a person
certified by a doctor that they
have severe mobility impairment
and need to use the device for
assisted travel.

12 Registration with the local
authority should be a
requirement for ‘faster class’
powered wheelchairs and
scooters.
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Statements Agree Some
what
agree

Unsure Do
not
agree

Comment

13 A license to drive a ‘faster class’
powered wheelchair or scooter
should be necessary.

14 Insurance to drive a ‘faster class’
powered wheelchair or scooter
should be necessary.

15 The current road regulations
should be left unchanged even
though they do not provide any
guidelines for use of powered
wheelchairs or scooters.

16 You have had outdoor incidents/
accidents (resulting in collision
or injury) while driving your
powered wheelchair/ scooter.

17 You have friends/ heard about
incidents/ accidents (resulting in
collision or injury) involving use
of a powered wheelchair/
scooter.

18 A clear and detailed amendment
to the current road regulations to
include guidelines for use of
powered wheelchairs/ scooters
will protect the rights of both the
user and the public.

19 A clear and detailed amendment
to the current road regulations to
include guidelines for use of
powered wheelchairs/ scooters is
required.
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Statements Agree Some
what
agree

Unsure Do
not
agree

Comment

20 A clear and detailed amendment
to the current road regulations to
include guidelines for use of
powered wheelchairs/ scooters
will provide the Garda with
clarity on how to respond to
incidents/ accidents involving
such vehicles.

Any other comments?

_____________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX -B

INFORMATION LEAFLET

Principal Investigator: Jerry Selvaseelan, Senior Occupational Therapist, Killester
Health Centre, Dublin-5.

Purpose of study:
To explore the sufficiency of the current Irish road regulations for powered
mobility users (includes powered wheelchairs and scooters) and gather your
perspectives on the above topic.

Why have I been chosen?
You have been chosen as you are either a powered wheelchair or scooter user for
over a period of 1 year.

Do I have to take part?
No. It will be your own decision whether to take part or not. If you decide to take
part you are still free to withdraw from the study at anytime without stating a
reason. If you decide not to participate this will have no impact on the healthcare
services you receive at present or in the future.

What are the possible disadvantages of taking part?
As a result of this study, in the future there might be guidelines/road regulations
laid down for use of powered wheelchairs and scooters which might need to be
adhered to. This could possibly be perceived by some users as a disadvantage,
though such guidelines would be a safeguard for both the users and the public.

You are being invited to take part in a short study which has received Ethics
approval from HSE- Dublin North Central.. Please read the following
information on the study and ask any questions you may have before you decide
to participate. If you decide to take part in this study, kindly sign the consent
form.
Thank you,

Title of study: An explorative study on the sufficiency of the Irish road
regulations for powered mobility users.
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What are the possible benefits of taking part?
Your opinion on this topic of road regulations and your experiences will be noted
in the study results. I intend to use this study to draw key recommendations and
submit to the Department of Transport in early 2013 to advocate the establishment
of a more efficient policy framework for powered mobility users in the future.

Will my involvement in this study be kept confidential?
Yes. All information you provide will be only identified by a number and kept in a
secure locked place in a HSE premise during the study and shredded on
completion of the study.

What will happen to the results of this study?
The research findings and recommendations will be shared through conference
presentations and professional journals. No reference or information will
compromise your anonymity.

For further details of this research project, please contact Jerry Selvaseelan (Senior
OT, Killester Health Centre) at 01 8513074.
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APPENDIX - C

CONSENT FORM- COMMUNITY OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY SERVICE

Name: _______________________

DOB: ___________

Address:
_______________________________________________________________

I, the undersigned client wish to state the following:

 I am participating voluntarily and understand that I can withdraw my
consent from this study at any stage prior to completion of the study
without stating a reason.

 The purpose and objectives of the study have been explained to me and I
have had the opportunity to ask questions about the study.

 I am aware that the questionnaire I complete and my experiences and
opinions which I relate will be treated as confidential and that my name
and personally identifying details will not be used.

 I agree that the material in the questionnaire I complete may be use to
provide basis for part of the final document of the study.

 I accept that the therapist may write or talk about this study in professional
situations but always maintaining confidentiality and that my name or
personal details will not be used.

Signed: _________________________ Date: ________________________
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